DATA PROTECTION NOTICE (NHS TEST & TRACE AND HEALTH DATA) - LEICESTER CITY FOOTBALL CLUB
July 2021

In order for you to gain access to the King Power Stadium (including on a match day), LCFC’s training ground or other relevant LCFC premises (each, an “LCFC
Site”), it may be necessary for some or all of the following information, and your personal data within that , to be provided to and processed by Leicester
City Football Club Limited (“LCFC”):
Health Data
•
Covid-19 Status (for example, COVID-19 test results, vaccination status and/or NHS COVID Pass status);
•
Temperature check results;
•
Medical questionnaire; and/or
•
COVID-19 Travel Status
Test and Trace Data (“T&T Data”)
•
Date attended
•
Fixture attended (where relevant)
•
Name
•
Contact Telephone number
•
Arrival time
•
Departure time
Whilst LCFC is no longer legally required to collect T&T data, LCFC is continuing to keep a limited record of staff, customers and visitors who come onto our
premises for the purpose of contact tracing. By maintaining records of staff, customers and visitors, and sharing these with NHS Test and Trace where
requested, we can help to identify people who may have been exposed to COVID-19.
Where the provision of Health Data and/or T&T Data is a condition for entering an LCFC Site, the failure to provide such T&T Data and/or Health Data (as
applicable) will prevent your access to the relevant LCFC Site (and, if you are a supporter, this means that you will not be able to attend the King Power
Stadium on a match day).
LCFC will process your T&T Data and Health Data as a data controller in accordance with Data Protection Law and its own policies and procedures. The lawful
basis of this processing is that it is necessary for LCFC’s compliance with its legal obligations and/or legitimate interests in operating the relevant LCFC Site in
a safe and lawful manner. Please note that this notice does not apply where Health Data is only subject to a visual inspection by LCFC, when no Health Data
will be retained by LCFC.
Please note the following further provisions in respect of T&T Data:
•

NHS Test and Trace have asked us to retain this information for 21 days from the date of your visit, to enable contact tracing to be carried out by NHS
Test and Trace during that period.

•

We will only share information with NHS Test and Trace if it is specifically requested by them. For example, if another person who has visited an LCFC
Site reported symptoms and subsequently tested positive, NHS Test and Trace could request our log of attendees at such LCFC Site for a particular
time period (this may be all people who attended the site on a particular day, or time-band, or (e.g.) over a 2-day period).

•

When the NHS Test and Trace service requests any information, NHS Test and Trace service will at this point become responsible for compliance with
data protection legislation in respect of your T&T Data. We have been informed that the NHS Test and Trace service has in place technical,
organisational and administrative security measures to protect any personal data which it receives from loss, misuse, and unauthorised access,
disclosure, alteration and destruction.

•

Under government guidance, the information we collect may include information which we would not ordinarily collect from you and which we
therefore collect only for the purpose of contact tracing. Information of this type will not be used for other purposes, and we have been informed that
NHS Test and Trace will not disclose this information to any third party unless required to do so by law (for example, as a result of receiving a court
order). In addition, where the information is only collected for the purpose of contact tracing, it will be destroyed by us 21 days after the date of your
visit, unless otherwise communicated to you by LCFC and/or required by law. No other sharing of this information will be permitted.

•

However, the government guidance may also cover information that we would usually collect and hold onto as part of our ordinary dealings with you
(for example, personal data that we already hold on you in your capacity as a season ticket holder, member or other customer of LCFC). Where this is
the case, this information will continue to be held after 21 days and we will continue to use it as we usually would, unless and until you tell us not to.

Please note the following further provisions in respect of Health Data:
•

The Premier League - or any other relevant competition organiser - will not have access to your Health Data except where necessary for the purposes
of competition integrity as data controller, in accordance with Data Protection Law and the privacy policy available on the relevant competition
organiser’s website.

•

No other sharing of your Health Data will be permitted, and your Health Data will only be used for as long as it is necessary for the purposes set out
above, and will be deleted once LCFC’s COVID-19 protocols are no longer needed, unless otherwise communicated to you by LCFC and/or required by
law.

It is not necessary for you to provide your consent to this use of your personal data but you do have legal rights in relation to it.
For more information on your rights (as to access, rectification, erasure, restriction of processing, objection to processing, profiling and automated decisions,
if applicable, portability and complaints) in respect of your personal data and relevant contact details please see LCFC’s Privacy Policy available at
www.lcfc.com/terms (or, for LCFC staff, please see LCFC’s Data Protection Policy & Privacy Notice, which is available as part of the “A-Z Handbook”, via the
LCFC HR system).
In this notice, “Data Protection Law” means the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 and the Data Protection Act 2018.

